Transitions into the Aquarius New Age - 2020
Key Aspects that are setting up the stage with transparency for the New Age
Jupiter will open the pathway into the New Age, expanding the Aquarius qualities from December 2020 through December 2021. The gatekeeper of Saturn will require accountability,
transparency, ethics, and right-actions from the audits of 2020 before moving through the gates to enter the New Age. Remedial work will be required by Saturn’s strict demands from
2021 through 2023. Saturn will require galvanized self-discipline from December 2020 through November 2023, handing the torch to Pluto to bring the highest of leadership qualities to
lead humanity in this Aquarius New Age (1/2024 through 1/2044).
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Jupiter stays in one sign for approximately one year. Jupiter opens the door to the New Age of Aquarius in December 2020. Walking hand-in-hand with Saturn, Jupiter will
expand our capabilities to value and serve humanity with respect, transparency and ethical intentions while aligning our new purpose and passion to make a difference
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Saturn demands accountability, while in Aquarius requirements for complete transparency with motives, ethics and intentions forming our efforts and right-actions
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Transforming business, corporate and financial dealings from patriarchal approach to empower “we the people”

Pluto brings responsible power into the arena of Aquarius, to empower humanity, providing respect, unity, individuality, freedom and appreciation
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01/2024 to 01/2044
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2024

Planetary Alignment and Overlay
The New Age of

Jupiter: Expanding beyond the old concepts for humanity by

Aquarius K

expanding Aquarius qualities through December 2021
Saturn: Responsible, accountability, building, solidifying, addressing
weak links or areas that need to be strengthened through November 2023
Pluto: Humanity, unity, freedom, respect, acceptance, rights, equality,
leadership to expand good, right-for-all, treating others as we want to be
treated. Leading with same laws we want for ourselves
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December 2020 to December 2021

Jupiter in Aquarius

Jupiter expands the qualities of Aquarius to set the
stage for the New Age, rolling out opportunities to
move forward by letting go of the old to embrace the
new.
Expanding BEYOND old concepts to bring initiatives
forward to create realm of new thinking:
Humility vs entitlement
Unity vs self-importance
Respect vs disrespect
Acceptance vs judgement
Fairness vs skewing game board for unfair results
Equality of opportunities vs blame
Right for all vs right for one but wrong for another
Responsibility vs privilege
Self-disciplined effort vs prerogative-based inaction
Commitment to create vs right to destroy
Giving vs taking
Freedom vs controlling
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2023

2024

December 2020 to November 2023

Saturn in Aquarius

Saturn connects with Pluto every 40 years. Pluto out in front of Saturn in each
sign since 1982 has brought forward the use or misuse of power. Pluto in
Scorpio, Sagittarius and Capricorn allowed people to use these qualities in various
pursuits to increase their power of influence. Once Saturn shifts in front of Pluto,
the negative approach of making a difference, to bully and bluster, using the
oppressor approach to lie, cheat and steal, will no longer be hidden and the
results will no longer bring success. The right-use of POWER will fall behind
Saturn’s accountability, and the successes as well as the reconciliation for past
deeds will begin to bring rewards or to recoil. In January 2020, Saturn emerged as
the leader in the Capricorn sector, which brings all of the accountability elements
forward, especially in Capricorn, which rules business, corporate, and financial
dealings, but also the Scorpio elements of motives, ethics and intentions, as well
as the Sagittarius elements of education, church and religious beliefs, and higher
laws & courts. Saturn will demand the accountability alignment from September
2020 forward, as Saturn turns direct in Capricorn and will reward or recoil
requirements for reconciliation as Saturn prepares to move into Aquarius in
December 2020
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Humanity, unity, freedom, respect, acceptance, equality, leadership to expand good,
right-for-all, treating others as we want to be treated. Leading with same laws we
want for ourselves. One (1) is leadership, zero (0) is to understand the circle of
Divine energy, seven (7) is wisdom and the inner alignment with Truth. This New
Age requires these qualities as the essence creating our thoughts, words and deeds.
Reducing the numbers to a single digit of eight (8) brings inner and outer success.
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January 2024 to January 2044

Pluto in Aquarius

Pluto stays in one sign for 12 to 20 years, bringing transformation to
the qualities of each sign. Saturn connects with Pluto every 40 years
to bring accountability to the transformation of the sector
emphasized. In January 2020, Saturn connected and moved to lead in
the Capricorn sector. Saturn requires inner and outer accountability
of ethics, motives and intentions as integrated into words, deeds and
plans. Saturn turns direct in Capricorn on September 28, 2020 to
make a final swing through the Capricorn issues of business,
corporate, and financial dealings, by reviewing motives, ethics and
intentions in the use or misuse of power within this sector. Pluto’s
three remaining years in Capricorn will bring dynamic transformation
and reformation as Saturn’s discoveries will reveal the use or misuse
and the resolutions needed. Saturn moving through Aquarius paves
the way with major requirements of right-intentions for humanity.
Only those who have galvanized their inner commitment to
humanitarian benefit will be given positions of leadership for the New
Age of Aquarius.

Interconnected History of Time

Jupiter in Aquarius

Saturn in Aquarius

Uranus in Taurus

Neptune in Pisces

Pluto in Capricorn

Expanding beyond the old concepts
of Capricorn’s business to move into
new humanitarian qualities of
fairness, freedom and respect

Accountability, responsibility to
address issues of fairness, freedom,
justice, and equality. Put laws and
structures in place for “we the
people”

Change, breakthrough and freedom
for the Taurus elements of money
and values. Breaking away from the
constraints and furrows of the past,
shifting values to a new level.

Spiritual awareness of Pisces qualities
such as intuition, spiritual
connectivity, ethereal understanding
of life on the physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual levels

Use or misuse of business, corporate,
government and financial dealings for
success, status, money and power.
Building empire from motives, ethics,
intentions and values.

Orbit 12 months per sign | 12 yrs
complete orbit

Orbit 2 ½ yrs per sign | 28 - 30 yrs
complete orbit

Orbit 14 years per sign | 164 yrs
complete orbit

Orbit 13 – 31 years per sign | 246 yrs
complete orbit (oblong)

May 2011 to April 2025

December 2008 to December 2023

December 2020 to December 2021

December 2020 to November 2023

Orbit 7 years per sign | 87 yrs
complete orbit
May 2019 to August 2025

Previous Dates of Planetary Influence
2009
1997
1985
1961
1949
1937
1925
1913

1991 – 1993
1962 – 1964
1933 – 1935
1903 – 1905
1874 – 1876
1844 – 1846
1815 – 1817
1785 - 1787

1935 – 1942
1851 – 1859
1767 - 1775

1849 – 1861
1685 - 1698

Astrology is the study of the planets and correlation of the orbits and transitions through the constellations with the events that occurred during different
timeframes. Blending the planetary information together brings us to the unique year of 2020, and the transition into 2021, giving us great insight into the
energy and history that influences our world, people and events. By taking the planetary placement of the current time, we can see the overlay of the
planets that occur, along with the cosmic timing that have brought in similar events as before, while still creating the unique blend of influence for this
current time.
Each year hosts unique blends and overlays of planetary elements and characteristics in which we can gain a greater understanding of how these unique
events will impact the year. Understanding the key energies as a driving force reveals a greater purpose of our alignment and synchronicity with the cosmic
clock. The current time brings forward a unique interconnected history of time created by the planetary overlay consisting of placements for each year. We
can see history repeating similar events, giving us the options to choose the best response available as we realize the higher purpose of each timeframe.
The dates listed above are provided, revealing the historical time frames of the similar placements in history. By researching the events that occurred in
these previous times, we can realize the interconnected history of time as the current overlay provides these same energies and purpose during this
present time.
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1762 – 1778
1517 - 1532

Pluto in Aquarius
Moving the old concepts of Capricorn’s
business values into new humanitarian
qualities of fairness, freedom and respect.
Empowering humanity.
Orbit 13 – 31 years per sign | 246 yrs
complete orbit (oblong)
January 2024 to January 2044
1778 - 1798
1532 - 1552

Aquarius Constellation
The New Age of

Aquarius K

1 17 21 1 18 9 21 19 = 107
Symbol: Water bearer or light bearer

Humanity, unity, freedom, respect, acceptance, equality, leadership to expand good, right-for-all, treating others as we want to be treated. Leading with same laws we want for
ourselves. The location of Aquarius in a birth chart shows the area you connect with others and can potentially bring beneficial influence to make a positive difference for others.
With numerology, this New Age emphasizes the leadership qualities that require inner wisdom and the understanding of the higher purpose of life, the Divine connection with
humanity and our Life Journey. One (1) is leadership, zero (0) is to understand the circle of Divine energy, seven (7) is wisdom and the inner alignment with Truth. This New Age
requires these qualities as the essence creating our thoughts, words and deeds. Reducing the numbers to a single digit of eight (8) brings inner and outer success.
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